Illustrated key to stick nests in Ontario
1a. X-large nest (> 1 m wide), mostly thumb-sized and larger sticks ……Go to 2
1b. Small to large nest (40 to 100 cm wide), mostly thumb-sized and smaller
sticks ….. Go to 3
2a. X-large nest (up to 3 m wide) within or
below canopy in live tree, usually large (often
supercanopy) pines or poplars, typically on
shoreline of large lakes …… Bald eagle
(left)
2b. Xlarge nest
(up to 2.5
m wide) in
dead tree,
in top of
live tree
with a
broken
top, or on
utility pole
or tower,
nest
typically
fully
exposed
to sun,
usually
over or
close to
water …..
Osprey
(right)
3a. Solitary nest in dead tree, multiple nests
in live or dead tree, or colony of nests in live
or dead trees, nests typically fully exposed
to sun, typically over or near water …..
Great blue heron (left)
3b. Solitary nest, not in a dead tree, not in a
colony, not fully exposed to sun ….. Go to 4

4a. Large (≥ 75 cm wide) solitary nest, mostly pencil-sized and larger sticks …..
Go to 5
4b. Small (< 75 cm wide) solitary nest, mostly pencil-sized and smaller sticks …..
Go to 7
5a. Large nest with uniform, short, thumb-sized
sticks, usually below tree canopy or in lower
half of tree canopy (occasionally in upper half
of canopy), no conifer decoration, may be
decorated with grass or mammal hair, variety
of hardwood and conifer trees (occasionally on
human structures), typically near a forest edge
….. Common raven (right)
5b. Large nest with range of sticks up to
thumb-size
…… Go to 6
6a. Large
shaggy nest,
below tree
canopy or in
lower half of
tree canopy,
may be
decorated
with conifer
foliage,
variety of
hardwood and
conifer trees,
mature to old
forest …..
Northern
goshawk
(left)
6b. Large nest, not shaggy, upper half of
hardwood tree canopy or lower half of conifer
tree canopy, may be decorated with conifer
foliage, variety of hardwood and conifer trees,
mature to old forest, typically near a forest
edge or opening, or near top of slope ….. Redtailed hawk (right)

7a. Small nest below tree canopy or in lower half of tree canopy ….. Go to 8
7b. Small nest in upper half of tree canopy ….. Go to 9
8a. Small loose nest, may be decorated with
hardwood or conifer foliage, typically in birch trees
but will use a range of hardwood species
(occasionally conifers), immature or mature forest,
often close to a forest edge or opening ….. Broadwinged hawk (left)

8b. Small solid
well-constructed
nest, may be
decorated with
abundant conifer
foliage (especially
hemlock), typically
in beech or yellow
birch trees but will
use a range of
hardwood species
(very rarely
conifers), mature to
old tolerant
hardwood forest,
often near
wetlands or
lakeshores …..
Red-shouldered
hawk (right)

9a. Small very shallow nest of straw-sized sticks,
only in conifer trees, immature to mature forest ….
Sharp-shinned hawk (left)

9b. Small nest of straw- and pencil-sized sticks…..
Go to 10

10a. Small nest, often helmet-shaped,
often in upper quarter of tree canopy, no
conifer foliage decoration, may have grass
decoration, wide variety of hardwood and
conifer tree species, immature to old
forest, almost always near forest edge,
often associated with human development
….. American crow (right)

10b. Small nest, may be as deep as wide
when in hardwood tree, shallower when in
conifer tree, often appears to wrap around
trunk when in conifer tree, usually not within
upper quarter of tree canopy, rarely
decorated with conifer foliage, variety of
hardwood and conifer tree species, mature
to old forest ….. Cooper’s hawk (left)

Illustrations from Szuba and Naylor. 1998. Forest raptors and their nests in
central Ontario. OMNR SCSS Field Guide FG-03.
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